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Abstract

The Argonne Wakefield Accelerator group develops
accelerating structures based on dielectric loaded
waveguides. We use high charge short electron bunches
to excite wakefields in dielectric loaded structures, and a
second (low charge) beam to probe the wakefields left
behind by the drive beam. We report measurements of
beam parameters and also initial results of the dielectric. ..
loaded accelerating structures. We have studied
acceleration of the probe beam in these structures and we
have also made measurements on the RF pulses that are
generated by the drive beam. Single drive bunches, as
well as multiple bunches separated by an integer number
of RF periods have been used to generate the accelerating
wakefields.

1 INTRODUCTION

In order to study and demonstrate the wakefield
acceleration scheme and also the two beam acceleration
concept, we have designed and constructed a facility
called Argonne Wakefield Accelerator (AWA). The
AWA consists of three major components: (i) a
photocathode based RF electron gun capable of
producing up to 100 nC (drive gun) followed by two
standing wave linac sections for post acceleration, (ii) a
second photocathode based RF electron gun capable of
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generating low charge short electron bunches
synchronized with the drive bunches (witness gun), and
(iii) an experimental section for wakefield measurements,
in which the witness beam is accelerated by wakefields
generated by the drive beam. We have obtained electron
bunches of 10-100 nC with FWHM of 10-40 ps, which
have been used for initial wakefield experiments in both
dielectric. loaded structures [1] and plasmas [2]. These
unprecedented high-charge short-electron bunches, allied
with the uniqueness of having two photocathode RF guns
with adjustable delay between their beams, make AWA
an ideal facility for the study of electron beam driven
wakefield acceleration.

2 AWA ELECTRON GUNS AND LINAC
STRUCTURES

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the AWA layout. The
half-ceII drive gun was designed to have a high
accelerating field (92 MV/m at the photocathode surface)
to allow the extraction of high charge electron bun~hes,
and to produce a 2 MeV beam with the limited RF power
available at the design time (1.5 MW at 1.3 GHz) [3]. The
high intensity of the accelerating field in the gun permits
the generation and acceleration of short electron bunches,
without having to rely on magnetic pulse compression.
Magnesium was chosen to be the photocathode material
for its ruggedness and quantum efficiency (5x10+). The 2
MeV bunches generated by the drive gun subse uen
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Figure 1: Schematic of the AWA experimental setup: S, Q, and D indicate solenoids, quadruples, and dipoles,
respectively; the four integrating current transformers are labeled 11 through 14; the eight diagnostic ports are labeled
C 1 through C8. The submitted manuscript has been created
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There have been at least four mechanisms proposed to account for the suppression of

superconductivity by selected f ions: (1) Hole filling. The suppression of TC in the
RBa2Cuq07 series was initially attributed to the presence of a tetravalent ion at the R site that
would effectively transfer charge density according to:

R3+Ba2Cu#+Cu3+07 + RA+Ba2Cu32+07,

thereby filling the holes on the CUO planes that are responsible for superconductivity.
Whereas this mechanism does not play a significant role in the Tc suppression observed in
PrBa2Cu307, it has been subsequently used to understand other Ce and Am compounds. (2)
Hole localization, (3) Hybridization of 4f with oxygen 2p orbitals. The latter two
mechanism are sometime combined4*5, and (4) Magnetic-pair breaking6. Whereas each of
these theories can explain some aspects of the available data, a comprehensive understanding
of Tc suppression by selected f ions has yet to emerge.

The ability of select f-ions to sometimes suppress superconductivity is the subject of
this article. In an effort to clearly delineate the effects of R substitution on Tc, we have
undertaken a systematic study of f-ion substitutions into three different high-Tc series,
RBa2Cu307, R2CU04 and Pb2&2RCu@8. Herein we present a summary of our results.
We focus the discussion on results from the R ions that have shown to behave anomalously,
that is Ce, Pr, Tb, Am and Cm. A more general review of the overall aspects of our work is

7 We begin by reviewing relevant chemical and electronic properties ofpresented elsewhere .
these f-ions, then we present results from the relevant analogs of the three systems that we
studied, and follow these results this with a discussion of the systematic that have emerged
from this study.

CHEMICAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF f-IONS

The f-ion has three characteristics of importance relative to it’s influence on
superconductivity in high-TCoxides: (1) the chemical behaviour of the ions, which includes
ion size and valence stabilities, (2) electronic behaviour, including both single ion and
bonding properties and (3) the single-ion and collective magnetic properties. These will be
discussed in turn.

The rare-earth ions, excluding Y, La and Lu, have partially filled 4f-states. The f-

orbitals are not effectively screened from the nucleus, therefore their ionic radii decrease
across the Ianthanide series, as shown in Table II. This decreasing size with increasing
atomic number, the lanthanide contraction, effectively buries the valence f-orbitals in the s-,
p-, and d-electron density. As a result, the f-electrons are localized, and the f-orbitals are not
readily available for bonding or interactions with surrounding near-neighbour ions. Their
electronic properties ~e predominantly influenced by electrostatic interactions and they can be
treated within single-ion models. Ce3+ has the most exposed f-orbitals, which are thought to
sometimes hybridize with ligand orbitals resulting in novel electronic properties, including
heavy-fermion behaviour and the Kondo effect8>9. The ions heavier than Nd are generally
considered to behave as trivalent ionic spacers, and the f-states are often treated theoretically
as core states. For the most part, the chemistry of these elements is determined by the size of
the ion.
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Table I. Superconducting CUO series based on R substitutions. Single phase isostructural
compounds form except where listed as a parenthetical exception, in which case isostructurai
member does not form.

Series R Exceptions

RBa2Cu30T Y, La-Yb, Cm (Cc), Pr, (Tb)

RBa2(h@g INd-Er 1( )Tb

Rl@’f.l@04 Pr-Eu, Cm; Cm
M=Ce4+,Th4+

PbzSrzR.5Ca.&usOg La-Tin, Am, Cm Ce, Am, Cm

BizSrzR.&a.#hz08 Y, Nd-Tm

I(R1.5Ce.5)SrzCuzNbO10 Pr-Eu Pr

Approx. TC
(K)

92

51-84

24

<84

<85

51-84

Table II. The standard electrode potentials, EO, for the reduction of the tetravalent to the
trivalent valence statel 0. The higher the number, the more stable the trivalent relative to the
tetravalent state. Also listed are the trivalent ionic radii for a variety of lanthmide 11 and
a.etinide12 ions.

4f Element \ Radius 3+

I (A)

H%=
Nd I 1.109

Sm I 1.079

Eu I 1.066

Gd I 1.053

Tb I 1.040

DSI 11.027

(Y) I 1.019

Ho I 1.015

Er I 1.004

Reduction 5f Element Radhs 3+ Reduction
Potential (A) Potential

(eV) (eV)

i .7

1.1

5.0 u -0.52

------llNp I I0.15
I

IIPu I 11.0 I
IIAm I 1.11 12.4 I

5.2 Cf 1.08 3.2
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Whereas the predominant oxidation state of the kmthanide series is trivalent, selected f-
ions are redox active under favorable conditions. Ce, Pr and Tb have energetically
accessible tetravalent states in oxidic systems. Ce is the most easily oxidized with a
comparative y stable 4+, tetravalent state. A variety of complex oxides containing Ce4+are
known *3. Pr and Tb also form complex oxide compounds in their tetravalent states, the
Iatter of which is isoelectronic with Gdq+,and has a half-filled f shell. The relative stabilities

of the tetravalent states of Ianthanides are compared in Table II. These data are obtained
electrochemically in non-completing solutions. We argue that although the exact reduction
potentials may not be valid in our complex oxides, the trends established by these data are
followed. In other words, within an isostructural series, Ce is the most likely to be
tetravalent, with Pr and Tb exhibiting similar behaviour.

The actinide series is the 5f counterpart of the lanthanides series, with partially filled 5f
states. Whereas an actinide contraction exists across this series for the same reasons as the
lanthanide contraction, the effect is not as important. The 5f orbitals are not as buried in the
core-electron density. This is demonstrated by the comparison of Pr3+ (4P) with Cm3+ (5fl)
shown in Figure 1. It is clear that although the ionic radius of Cm3+ is slightly smaller than
that of Pr3+, the 5f valence orbitals on Cm extend radially further from the nucleus than do
their 4f counteqmrts. The result is that Cm3+ and Am3+ are expected to have valence f
orbltals that are more influenced than the 4f ions by their surrounding ligands. The 5f
orbitals are more able to hybridize effectively with ligand orbitals than the valence 4f orbits.ls
in the lanthanide series.

The chemistry of the actinide elements is much more complex than that of the
lanthanideslO. The lighter actinides have multiple oxidation states accessible in both solution
and in the solid state. Whereas stable trivalent and tetravalent states are reported for all the
ions from Th-Bk in solid oxides, Am and Cm are the only two ions that are expected to form
isostructnral members of a R-CUO series. Elements lighter than Am are expected to reduce
Cu during synthesis, and therefore not form the desired compounds. Higher Z elements are
expected to show effects of radiation damage that vitiate prope~ characterization.

Figure 1 The radial distribution of the f-e!ectron density of Pr3+
(4f2) is compared with that of Cm3+ (4f7). The vertical lines at 1.10
and 1.226 ~ represent the ionic radii of Cm and Pr respectively (see
Table II)
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‘ RESULTS

RBa2Cu30T

This series has been extensively studied. The substitution of R results in isostructural
compounds for R=Y, La-Yb (except Ce,Pr, Tb) and Cm. The Ce and Tb analogs do not
form single-phase materials, and studies of substitutions into bulk YBa2Cu307 show very
limited stability ranges for both ions. The range of phase stabilities of Ce and Tb in RI-
~YXBa2Cu307 increase when samples are made as thin films, into which it is possible to
substitute to concentrations of x <0.3 for Ce and x <0.7 for Tb 14. Resistivity data from
these thin films show that TCis suppressed with increasing x for both Ce and Pr, whereas TC
remains constant with x for the Tb samples through the substitutional range. These data are
summarized in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The resistivity of RI -XYXBa2Cu307 thin films as a
function of x for R = Ce, Pr and Tb14. Circles represent Ce data,
squares Pr data and triangles Tb data. Data available over range of
phase stability.

Very little work has been done on Cel-XYXBa2Cu307. Attempts to prepare samples
even at low doping levels results in the production of BaCe03, a stable perovskite phase that
forms easily under the synthetic conditions required to form the superconductor. The work
on thin film samples 14 provides evidence of TC suppression, but there is little
characterization on the oxidation state of Ce in this sample. Bulk samples of
&02y.@@k@7 have been studied using x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES)15
spectroscopy, and have been shown to contain primarily Ce4+. Further work to characterize
Ce in this series would be useful.

A variety of experiments have been centered on the 7%oxidation state and hybridization
in Tbl-XYXBa2Cu307 16>17. An malysis of neutron diffraction data on a x=O.1 sample

reveals that Tb is incorporated into the sample, substituting at the Y site. There are no
anomalies observed in the lattice constants or in the planar-oxygen thermal parameters
determined from the neutron data. This result would be expected if Tb is trivalent because
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their Y3+ and Tb3+ have very similar ionic radii, as shown in Table II. However the low
concentration prohibits the determination of a Tb oxidation state from Tb-O dktances alone.
Paramagnetic susceptibility data also suggest that Tb is trivalent. An effective moment of

p~ft=(9.8*0.3))@ was determined by fitting experimental data. This measured moment
compares with free-ion effective moments of 9.72yB and 7.94 PB for the Tb3+ and Tb4+
respectively. Further support for trivalent Tb in this material is obtained from a calculation of
the single-ion paramagnetic susceptibility for comparison with experiment. Assuming a
sublattice of non-interacting Tb ions with a valence of 3+ and no significant hybridization,
the effect of the crystal-field generated by the ions sumounding the Tb was modeled using

17 Including J-crystal-field parameters interpolated from other RBa2Cu307 compounds .

mixing and intermediate coupling effects, the single-ion susceptibilities were calculated as a
function of temperature, and agree very well with the measured values. For comparison,
Tb4+ has a spherically symmetric 8S7/2ground term that is not affected to first order by the
crystal field, and therefore the free ion susceptibility is the best value to compare with
experiment. It is clear that the magnetic data favor model in which Tb is trivalent in Tbl -
~YXBa@307. This result is further confhmed by the x-ray absorption near-edge (XANES)

data shown in Figure 3. A comparison of the Tb L3-edge data from Tbl-xYXBa2Cu3@ with
appropriate trivalent and tetravalent standards demonstrates that Tb is essentially trivalent
when substituting for Y in this structure, confirming the analysis of the diffraction and the
magnetic susceptibility results.

Figure 3. Tb L3-edge x-ray absorption data from Tbl -
~YXBa2Cu307 (solid line) are compared with a T%3+ standard,
TbC13, and a Tb4+ standard, SrTb03. These data WY obtained
through electron-yield detection at ambient temperature .

The incorporation of increasing amounts of Tb into Y1-XTbXCu307does not influence
the superconducting properties of the material. The suppressed TCpreviously reported for
TbBa2Cu307 arose because the sample is not single phase. The stability of BaTb03
interferes with the formation of the superconducting material. However, when Tb is
incorporated into the RBa2Cu307 structure, it is trivalent, and it does not suppress
superconductivity.
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The mechanism involved in the suppression of superconductivity by Pr in PrBa2Cu307
is complex and is a central focus of the issue of TCsuppression by f-ions in high-Tc oxides

3’18*19. Initially it was argued that TCsuppression occurred through hole filling, and that Pr
was mixed valent or tetravalent. This argument is supported by the chemistry of Pr, which is

known to have stable trivalent and tetravalent states in oxidic systems. Initially magnetic
susceptibility data were also used in support of mixed-valent Pr. Pr in PrBa2Cu307 has a
measured paramagnetic susceptibility that is intermediate between the free ion values of the
trivalent and tetravalent ions.

Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) has been used extensively to characterize the
720-25. Wherein there are minorelectronic properties of the Pr f states in PrBa2Cu307 ‘

discrepancies about some of the peak assignments, the overall conclusions are clear. The
data clearly show that Pr is trivalent in this compound. The Iinewidths of the magnetic peaks
are unusually broadened in the spectra, indicating either static or dynamic processes are
influencing the Pr electronic states. This effect is clearly demonstrated by a comparison of
the INS data from PrBa2Cu307 with those obtained form Pr2Cu04, shown in Figure 4.
Despite the line broadening, it is clear that the INS data are consistent with a trivalent Pr ion
that has a 3H4 electronic ground level. This ground level is split by the orthorhombic
symmetry into 9 singlets that are well represented by a crystal-field model similar to that

Figure 4. A comparison of the INS energy loss spectra obtained
from (a) PrBa2Cu307 and (b) Pr2Cu04. Both data sets were taken
on the same spectrometer with the same experimental parameters.
Solid line in (a) are data from YBa2Cu307 to show the contribution
from phonons over the same energy range. The * at zero energy
transfer in (b) indicates elastic scattering,
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found for other R in this compound7?2°. The crystal-field splitting determined by fitting
these data is somewhat unusual, in that there are two excited-state singlets within 4 meV of
the ground state, with the next excited state located about 45 meV higher in energy. This
splitting is depicted in Figure 5. The splitting of the ground level into a “pseudo-triplet”
ground state, which is isolated from the higher states, results from the nearly cubic R-site
symmetry. The magnitude and temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility can be

entirely accounted for by this electronic structure of Pr3+20. The calculated effective moment
of 2.8~B agrees well with that measured experimentally, and is significantly reduced from the
free ion value of 3.58~B. There is no need to invoke mixed-valent behaviour to understand
the susceptibility data. The reduced effective moment, together with the saturation moment
of 0.79PB, measured in the ordered state26$27, are understood in terms of a renormalization

22of the pseudo-triplet state .

Figure 5. A comparison of the splittings of thePr3+ 3H4 ground
term by the crystalline-electric field (CEF) generated at the R site in
the RBa2Cu307 (123), R2CU04 (214), and Pb2Sr2RCu308
(PSYCO) structures 7. Solid lines represent singlet states, dotted
lines represent triplet states.

719, thereby arguingThe majority of data suggest that Pr is trivalent in PrBa2Cus07 ‘
against a charge-transfer, hole-filling mechanism for the suppression of TC. The strongest
supporting evidence in favour of a charge transfer model to explain suppressed a Tc in
PrBa2Cu307 comes from studies involving Ca substitution. A study of the superconducting
behaviour of the solid-solution series Y1.x-yCayPrxBa2Cu307 shows that the substitution of

Ca2+ for Pr restores superconductivity 28. The argument presented is that Pr4+ removes
holes from the CUO planes, which are subsequently restored by the addition of Ca2+. Even
more convincing is the report of superconductivity in the thin film Pr.5Ca.5Ba2Cus07 at 43
K29. As we will point out our discussion of results from pb2Sr2pr.5Ca,@@8, there is an

alternate explanation to hole filling that is consistent with the presence of Pr3+30.
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The only other isostructural member of the RBa2Cu307 series that can be made single
phase but is not superconducting is the R=Cm analog31. X-ray diffraction data on
CmBa2Cu307 can be indexed on the Pmmm orthorhombic structure seen for the Y analog.
The lattice constants are the same, within experimental error, as those obtained from
PrBa2Cu307. The inverse susceptibility is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 6.
There is no evidence of superconductivity over the temperature range studied, that is down to
10 K. The effective moment, determined from the slope of the inverse susceptibility, is (8.9
f ()+4)~B. This high moment implies the full Cm3+ valence because Cm4+ has no magnetic

moment, assuming Russell Sanders coupling (L=3; S=3; J=L-S=O)32. An expanded view

of the low temperature behaviour is shown as an inset in Figure 6. The inflection in this data

has a very similar appearance to that observed for the Pr analog 26 where neutron diffraction

was used to show that the Pr moments order. Thus, the shape of the curve, together with the

linearity of the M vs. H curve at 12 K in fields up to 5 T, suggests antiferromagnetic ordering
of the Cm moments at 22 K.

Figure 6. The inverse magnetic susceptibitiy of CrnBa2Cu307
plotted versus temperature (a Curie plot). There is no evidence of
superconductivity down to 4 K. An expanded view of the
susceptibitiy in the low temperature range 10-50 K is shown in the
inset. We interpret the cusp at 22 K as an indication of long-range
magnetic ordering of the Cm moments.

Although CmBa2Cu307 forms a single-phase member of the RBa2Cu307 series, it
does not superconduct. It is clear that Cm is trivalent in this compound, ruling out a charge
transfer model. In addition, the Cm magnetic moments order at an unusually high
temperature compared to the other isostructural RBa2Cu307 compounds, except the R=Pr
analog.

RzCU04

The R2CU04
crystallize with the

series of compounds is isostructural for R=Pr-Gd and Cm. They
K2NiF4-related T’-structure 33~34, which provides a significantly

.

different crystal-field environment at the R site than found in the RBazCu30T or the
7 In addition, the magnetic transitions between states within thePb2Sr2RCu@8 series .
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ground muhiplet are markedly different for Pr in Pr~Cu04 compared with Pr in PrBaZCu~OT,
as observed by inelastic neutron scattering, As shown in Figures 4, the transitions for the
former compound are narrow, resolution limited, whereas those seen for the latter compound

are very broadened. The sample qualities, as judged by x-ray and neutron diffraction, are
comparable. The line broadening seen for the PrBa2Cu~07 is attributed to a dynamic,
lifetime effects, perhaps resulting from interactions with the Cu spins 7. In addition to
differences in linewidth, the magnetic transitions in these two materials occur at much
different energies, as seen by the comparison of the splitting of the Pr3+ ground term in the
R-site environments provided by the different structures. Pr3+in the RzCU04 compound has
an isolated-singlet ground state, in contrast to the RBa2Cu30T and Pb2Sr2RCu308 materials,
in which Pr has an isolated pseudo-triplet ground state. This difference in ground state
electronic properties manifests itself in the magnetic behaviour of Pr in these three structure

types. Pr2Cu04 has only a very small moment at low temperature, 0.08pB observed by
neutron diffraction 35. This moment is induced by the ordering on the Cu sublattice. There
is no evidence of long range ordering of the Pr sublattice, in contrast to the other two series,
in which the Pr analog orders at an anomalously high temperature with respect to other R in
the same series. The Nd moments in R2CU04 order at about TN=l.3 K35, TN=5.95 K for
the R=Sm36, TN=6.5 K for the R=Gd37 and TN=25 K for the R=Cm38$39 analogs.

Superconductivity is achieved by replacing R3+ by Ce4+ (or Th4+) to form
R1.85Ce@@@34, such that the superconducting carriers are electrons. The R ions Pr-Sm
all form single-phase superconductors with TC’Sof about 24 K. The volubility limit of Ce in
the Gd analog is less than that required to induce superconductivity, which accounts for the
absence of a transition in this material. The Pr analog has superconducting properties
indistinguishable from other members of the series. In contrast, the Cm analog

Cml.83Th.lTCu04 does not superconduct, although it is isostructural with the other T’
compounds38’3g. Instead, the antiferromagnetic ordering of the Cm moments is depressed
from 25 K in the parent compound to 13 K for the Th-doped material, as shown in Figure 7.
The effective moment obtained for Cm in both the parent and the doped compound is
(7.89Ml.5)~B, which compares well with the free ion moment of CmS+.

In summary, R1.8sCe.l@04 superconducts when R=Pr, but not when R=Cm. Both
Pr and Cm are trivalent in this series. Pr has no local magnetic moment, whereas Cm as the
full 7.89wB associated with the trivalent s-state ion. These Cm moments order at
anomalously high temperatures.

Pb#3rzRCu308

The Pb-based series of compounds, Pb2SrzRCus08, form for R=Y,La-Lu, Am, and
Cm. This series is of considerable interest because the Ce, Pr and Tb analog all form, and
therefore provide an ideal opportunity to study the effects of selected f-ions on
superconducting properties. These compounds are essentially isostructural 40, with only

4 I ,42. The R environment inslight distortions from the basic orthorhombic structure
43+ These materials Mepb2Sr2RCU@8 is very similar to that found in the RBazCusOTseries

made superconducting by replacing 50% of the R3+ by Ca2+. The excess holes are
transferred to the CUO planes thought to be responsible for superconductivity.
Superconductivity in these materials are reported as high as 84 Kin single crystal samples,

10



Figure 7. (a) A Curie plot of the magnetic susceptibility data
obtained from Cm2Cu04. The effective moment obtained from
these data is consistent with that expected for the Cm3+ free ion. (b)
An expanded view of the low temperature susceptibility. The cusp at
25 K is indicative of antiferromagnetic ordering of the Cm moments.
This ordering has been confirmed by neutron diffraction. (c) The
low temperature magnetic susceptibility of Cml.87Th. 13CU04.
There is no evidence of superconductivity in this sample. The cusp
in the susceptibility has moved down to 13 K from 25 K in the
parent compound with the introduction of 8.5% diamagnetic Th’$+.

11
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with somewhat lower temperatures reported for powder samples synthesized by solid-state
techniques. All the samples, including the R=Pr and Tb analogs can be made

superconducting except for the R=Ce and Am analogs, which do not superconduct down to
the lowest temperatures measured (4 K)4 1’44. The magnetic responses, as a function of
temperature, for the R=Ce, Pr, Tb, and Am analogs are shown in Figure 8. The Tb analog
has a TC(onset)=71 K, which is typical of other R analogs including R=Gd, Ho, and Er
samples that have been made by the sames ynthetic route. Whereas the R=Pr analog is also
superconducting, its TCis depressed by 10 K relative to the other superconductors in this
series.

Figure 8. The low-field magnetization versus temperature data
obtained from polycrystalline compounds of l?b2Sr2R.5Ca.5CU30B
for R= Ce, Am, Pr, and Tb. These data show superconducting
transitions for the R=Pr and Tb samples. There is no evidence of
superconductivity in the R=Ce and Am samples.

The Am and Ce compounds do not superconduct down to 5 K, the lowest temperature
measured. The structural and electronic behaviors of both of these compounds have been
studied in detail 4 1‘~ A comparative list of the lattice constants and R-O bond distances is
provided in Table III. Both the Ce and Am analogs have R-O distances that are shorter than
expected by comparison of other ions with similar trivalent ionic rtil, suggesting that these
ions may be tetravalent in this host. This suggestion is confirmed by an analysis of the
XANES data shown in Figure 9. These edge spectra clearly show that Ce and Am are
tetravalent. Magnetic susceptibility data obtained from Pb2Sr2AmCu3C)8 support this

conclusion. Neither of these samples show any indication of magnetic ordering down to the
lowest temperature measured.

The absence of superconductivity in Pb2Sr2Ce.5C a.5Cu 308 and
pb2&@n.5Ca.@.@B can then be understood in terms of charge transfer from Ce or Am to
the CUOlattice. The reduced charge on the CUOplanes, confined by Cu K edge XANES41
(not shown), can account for the absence of superconductivity. Ca2+ substitution, which
increases charge on the CUO sublattice, cannot be accomplished to high enough
concentrations to sufficiently increase the charge on the CUOplanes. It is argued that the

12
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Table III. Lattice uararneters (a. b. and CLcell volumes. and R-O near nei~hbour distances
in Pb2Sr2RCu30g.” Structural ‘data (except for R=Am) ‘were obtained fro-mrefinement of

41. The lattice parameterspowder neutron diffraction data based on the space group Cmrnm
for the R=Am data were obtained from analysis of powder x-ray data, and the R-O bond
distance was obtained from fitting EXAFS spectraa.

R a(~) b(~) C(A) Volume (A3) R-O(A)

Y 5.3943(1) 5.4337(1) 15.7251(2) 460.93( 1) 2.3989(1)

Ce 5.4312(1) 5.4741(2) 15.8238(4) 470.45(2) 2.4857(2)

Pr 5.4449(1) 5.4836(1) 15.7982(3) 471 .70( 1) 2.4909(1)

Tb 5.4033(1) 5.4433(1) 15.7325(3) 462.72(1) 2.4213(1)

Am 5.411(3) 5.459(4) 15.822(8) 467.4(5) 2.22(7) ,

Figure 9. (a) A comparison of the Ce L3-edge XANES from a trivalent standard (CeF3)
and a tetravalent standard (Ce02) with data fromPb2Sr2Ce1 -XCaXCu308for x=O and 0.5.
The similarity of the edge features of the Ce02 and the two Pb-based samples reveals that Ce
is tetravalent in the latter compounds.

concentration of holes on the CUOplanes is not sufficient to permit superconductivity. Tc in
these two compounds is suppressed by a simple charge-transfer mechanism.

As seen from Figure 8, Pb2Sr2Tb.5Ca.5Cu3@ is superconducting below 71 K. L3-
edge XANES measurements, shown in Figure 10, demonstrate that Tb is trivalent. Inelastic
neutron scattering data support this conclusion. Crystal-field modeling of the data, using the

43,45, has ken used tocrystal field scheme derived from work on the R=Ho and Er analogs
determine the splitting of the T@+ 7F6ground multiplet46. The wavefunctions, energies and
symmetries of the crystal-field states are used to calculate the magnetic properties of the Tb
analog. The strong anisotropy in the magnetic response from a single crystal of
Pb2Sr2TbCu30g46 is well reproduced by the calculations. However, the observed

X(parallel) deviates considerably for the calculation at temperatures below about 120 K, as

does the powder data, shown in Figure 11. For comparison, the figure also includes data
obtained from a 5%Tb in Y sample, Pb2Sr2Tb.05Y.g5 Cu30g. It can be seen that the
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susceptibility data obtained from the 570 Tb compound aR very different from those obtained
from the pure R=Tb sample, and that the data from the magnetically dilute sample agree very
well with the calculated susceptibility. We interpret this behaviour to the effects of Tb-Tb

spin interactions that persist to very high temperatures. These interactions are strongly
suppressed in the diluted system. Support for this observation comes from the unusual
temperature dependence of the INS elastic line 46. Both the magnetic susceptibility and the

INS data show deviations from expected single-ion behaviour at temperatures less than 120
K. Neutron diffraction experiments47 on the parent compound reveal a quasi two
dlmensiona.1 (2D) phase with finite antiferromagnetic correlations along the c-direction
together with a three dimensional phase with ferromagnetic correlations along the c-direction.
The co-existence of the two phases is likely to be related to structural imperfections such as
stacking faults, strains, oxygen disorder or cation vacancies. The Pb2Sr2Tb.5Ca,5Cu30g
sample, which has a superconducting critical temperature of71 K, also exhibits a quasi 2D
magnetic ordering of the Tb sublattice with a finite ferromagnetic correlation along the c-
direction. These magnetic correlations are more than an order of magnitude higher than seen

in any related system, as well M much higher than the two-dimensional long-range ordering
temperature of TN=5.3 K 48 for the parent compound. This unusual behaviour is
understood in terms of the highly two dimensional nature of the lattice combined with the

strongly Ising-like magnetic properties.

Figure 10. Tb L3-edge XANES from Pb2Sr2TbCu308 are
compared with a trivalent standard (TbC13) as well as mixed
trivalent and tetravalent (Tb407) and tetravalent (SrTb03) standards.
The comparison demonstrates that Tb is trivalent in the Pb-based
sample.

The Tb moments in PbzSr2TbCu30S order at a high temperature relative to the other
members of the series, except the Pr analog. For example, the Gd moments order at TN=2.3
K49. The relatively high Neel temperature found for the Tb moments in Pb2Sr2TbCU308 is

understood in terms of the effects of a small molecular field on the quasi-doublet ground

state47. A large Longitudinaltransition strength strongly enhances the susceptibility in the c-
direction and suppresses the perpendicular susceptibility, relative to an isotopic ion such as

14



Gd, in a similar environment. There appears to be no need in the Tb case for any additional
exchange interactions or hybridization to explain its unusually high TN in these double-layer
cuprates.

The Pr analogs of the Pb2Sr2Rl .XCaXCu30gseries provide unique information on the
role of Pr in suppressing high TCsuperconductivity. pbZ&2prCu30g is isostructural with
the other members of this series. Pr in this compound sits in a site structurally very similar to
that of Pr in PrBazCu30T. The parent compound exhibits serniconducting behaviour and has
a magnetically ordered Pr sublattice below TN =5.8K50’51, which is a higher TN than that

observed for Pb&2GdCu308, but lower than the TN=17K observed for PrBa2Cu30T26.
The magnetic ordering temperatures of the Gd analogs of these two compounds are
comparable. The magnetic structure at low temperature, determined from neutron diffraction
experiments 52. is similar to that observed for the Tb analog The saturation moment of
1.4N.4p.B for Pr is slightly larger than the ().79*.@@.Bfound in PrBa2Cu307.

Figure 11. A comparison of the susceptibilities measured from
powdered samples of Pb2Sr2TbCu308 (open circles) and the
magnetically dilute sampe Pb2Sr2Tb.05Y.g5Cu308 (full circles).
These data are compared with single-lon CEF calculations (solid
line).

The INS data from Pb2Sr2PrcU@g reveal the expected similarities for the electronic

52 The magnetic-scattering lines areproperties of Pr in this and the PrBa2Cu307 structure .
significantly broadened over that expected from the experimental resolution, as is
demonstrated in Figure 4 for PrBa2Cu30T. Overall, the splitting of the Pr3+ 3H4 ground
level is similar in both materials, including the splitting of the lowest three singlets. The
splittings of the Pr3+ground levels for the various compounds of interest herein are depicted
schematically in Figure 5. There overall splitting is about 4 meV in both materials, and they
are well isolated from higher energy states, resulting in a quasi-triplet ground state, that
renormalizes at low temperatures to result in a local, ordered moment on Pr 22S52.

In order to induce superconductivity, it is necessary to replace approximately 20-80%

of the Pr3+in pb@2prcU@8 with Ca2+. The holes introduced by this substitution reside in
the CUO planes, and are the superconducting carriers. Pb2Sr2Pr.5Ca.5Cu 308 is a
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superconductor similar to the other R members of this series, except that Tc is about 60K,
reduced by 10K from the other members of the series. The long-range ordering of the Pr
moments is suppressed by this substitution.

In addition to the effect that the Ca2+substitution has on the electronic properties of the
CUOsublattice, it also has an effect on the single-ion electronic properties of the R ions. This
has been explicitly demonstrated for Ca substitution in PbzSr2ErCu@845, where the Er

states are shown to broaden and slight]y shift in energy with Ca substitution. This change in
the Er states is understood to result from a statistical distribution of Ca second near
neighbors, which slightly modifies the CEF potential. A comparison of low energy INS
data obtained from undoped and doped Pb2Sr2PrCu308, shown in Figure 12, reveals a
similar effect in this case. The effect of Ca substitution on the Pr INS data is to broaden the
magnetic peaks, and to shift the magnetic scattering of the quasi triplet to higher energies.

This increased splitting of the quasi triplet with Ca substitution could be interpreted as
effectively reducing the number of magnetic Pr ions, or as an increase of the average CEF
splitting and therefore a reduction in the average magnetic moment on the Pr ions. This result
is extremely important because it demonstrates that the role of Ca substitution is more
complex than initially understood. Not only does Ca substitution alter the number of carriers
in the CUO planes, it also alters the single ion magnetic properties of the R ions, which we
argue can have a significant influence on the bulk properties exhibited by the material.

Preliminary data are available on Pb&2CmCu30S. X-ray powder diffraction data
show this compound to form as a single phase material, with lattice constants very similar to
those obtained from the Pr analog under similar conditions 53. Susceptibility data as a
function of temperature show a cusp at 15 K, which is attributed to antiferromagnetic
ordering of the Cm sublattice. Neutron diffraction measurements are planned to confii this
finding.

Figure 12. A comparison of detail-balance corrected INS energy spectra obtained from
pb2Sr2pr]-XCaXCu308 for x=O and 0.5. Data are normalized per mole Pr ions at 20 K. (a)
Low energy transfer region shows sharply lower intensity for the x=O.5 sample. (b)
Magnetic scattering of the x=O.5sample is seen to extend out to higher energies. These data
indicate that the ground state splitting of Pr in this materials is influenced by the incorporation
of Ca. The energy splitting of the pseudo-triplet ground state, about 4 meV for the x=O
compound, is expanded to about 14 meV in the Ca-doped sample
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this systematic study on the Ce, Pr, Tb, Am and Cm analogs of the three
superconducting series RBa2Cu SOT, RZ.XMXCU04, and Pb2Sr2R 1.xCaxCu308 are

summarized in Table IV. These results can be divided into 4 main categories (1) compounds
that do not form, i.e. CeBa2Cu30T and TbBa2Cu307; (2) compounds in which R is
tetravalent, i.e. Pb2SrzCe ].XCa@30g and PbzSrzAm 1-XCaXCu30s. Tc is suppressed in
these compounds; (3) compounds which form the correct phase, R is essentially trivalent,
and TCis suppressed, i.e. PrBa2Cu307, CmBa2Cu307, Cm2Cu04 and pbzf$r2Cm@Og;
and (4) superconducting compounds, i.e. prl .gzCe. 18 CU04,pb2&2pr.5Ca.@@& and
pb2Sr2Tb.5Ca.@@& It is informative to compare and contrast these categories.

Table IV. A summary of the work presented herein. For full references, see text.

Y1.XRxBazCu30T R1J35MOJ5CU04 Pb2&’2Rl.xCax@@
Tc = 92 K TC =20K TC = 80 K

4+ (x< 0.1) Does not form 4+

Ce suppresses TC suppresses Tc

3+ (x s 1) 3+ 3+
I% suppresses Tc normal TC lower (T~60K)

TN=17K TN=6K

3+(x = 0.3) Does not form 3+
Tb normalTc isostmctural phase normal Tc

TN= 5.3 K

BaAm03 + CU20 Amo2 + CU20 4+
Am suppressesTe

3+(x s 1) 3+ 3+
Cm suppresses TC suppresses TC

TN=21K TN=25K (TN =15 K)

There are several compounds in which TCappears to be suppressed by the f-ion. For

those compounds in which R is tetravalent, PbzSr2Cel -XCaXCu308 and Pb2SrZAml -
@I~CU@& the mechanism for TC suppression is expected to be one of simple charge
transfer and resultant CUO hole filling. This proposed mechanism is supported by
eXperimen~ reSUhSfOrPb2Sr2Ce].&a@@j41.

For the case in which R is trivalent but TCis suppressed, the situation is much more
complex, but several trends emerge. This category is restricted to samples that contain either
Pr or Cm. These ions have similar ionic radii, similar 4+/3+ redox couples (see Table II),
and they both have f-orbitals whose radial extent permits limited hybridization with
neighboring Iigand states. Cm3+ (5fl) is an s-state ion and therefore it has a large magnetic



320 Cm suppresses. moment that is unaffected to first order by crystal-field effects

superconductivity in all the compounds in which it is incorporated. In addition to
suppressing superconductivityy, the local moments on Cm also exhibit long-range ordering at
temperatures an order of magnitude higher than superconducting members of the same series,

as shown in Table IV.
Pr3+ also suppresses superconductivity. It has a 4fi configuration with single-ion

magnetic properties that depend significantly on the details of the crystal field magnitude and
symmetry. For orthorhombic or lower site symmetry the 3H4 ground level is split into 9
singlets. The details of this splitting play a central role in determining the single-ion and
collective properties of samples containing Pr. The relative energies of the singlet states in
PrBa2Cu30x and pb2Sr2prcU@g are such that there is an effective ground-state triplet that
is isolated from other, higher energy singlets. The result is that Pr3+has an effective moment
that is reduced from its free-ion value, and an ordered saturation moment at lower
temperatures. Like Cm, the Pr analogs of these two compounds have Neel temperatures that
are nearly an order of magnitude higher than those for the superconducting members of these
series. In contrast to this behaviour, Pr2Cu04 has an isolated singlet ground state, no local
moment at low temperature, and it is superconducting when appropriately doped. These
results suggest that Pr suppresses superconductivity only when it has a local moment.

The influence of a Pr local moment on superconductivity is explored with the work on
Pb2Sr2Prl-xCaxCu308. The data demonstrate that when x=O, the Pr ground multiplet is
similar to that found in PrBa2Cu30x. The Pr-Pr magnetic interactions are sufficiently strong
that magnetic ordering is induced at 6K in the undoped x=O compound; an ordering
temperature comparable to that found for PrBa2Cu306 with ~=10K54. When Ca replaces
some Pr in the Pb-based compound, the average splitting of the Pr3+ pseudo-triplet is
increased, as evidenced by INS data shown in Figure 12. We argue that
Pb2Sr2Pr0.5Cao.5 Cu308 superconducts, but TC remains slightly suppressed because the
pseudo-triplet splitting is not large enough to remove all moment from the ground state.

This analysis of the electronic and magnetic properties of Pr in the RBa2Cu307, R2.
xCexCu04, and Pb2Sr2R1-xCaxCu308, taken together with the data on the Cm analogs of
these materials provide a platform on which to build a fundamental understanding of the
selective suppression of high-TCsuperconductivity. The relevance of the magnetic ground
state, specifically the size of the quasi-triplet ground-state splitting, to TCsuppression may
affect the f-state hybridization with the CUO band states. It is possible that an increased

quasi-triplet splitting may inhibit an effective hybridization between the 4f- and the CUO
states. A non-magnetic singlet may not be able to hybridize effectively with the CUO states.
Such effects are well known in Kondo systems, in which the CEF energy splitting can

compete with the Kondo hybridization55. Of the f-ions that form superconducting or related

phases, Pr and Cm have the most extended occupied f-orbitals, relative to the outer p- and d-
orbitals, which allows them to most effectively hybridize with the CUOstates. However, this
alone is not sufficient to suppress superconductivity, as evidenced by the superconductivity
observed for Prl.85Ce.15Cu04. In addition, there must be unpaired spins in the
hybridizing states. We argue that it is the magnetic moments in hybridizing states that interact
with the CUO states to suppress Tc. Whereas to date there is no direct information on the
hybridization strength in these systems, this argument is strongly supported by the high
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magnetic ordering temperatures observed for all I% and Cm compounds that do not
superconduct.

The theory of hole localization proposed by Fehrenbacher and Rice4 can explain

selected x-ray absorption and optical reflectivity data. However, the proposed admixture of
50% Pr+3 (4f2) and Pr+4 (4f1) is not consistent with the overall INS results. The magnetic
data from Pr is well understood in terms of Pr3+ ions only. The Cm data are even more
definitive in this regard (~eff(Cm3+) = 7.94y.B; ~ff(Cm4+) = OWB).Certainly it has not
been demonstrated how a mixing of Pr3+ and P#+ can explain the high ordering
temperatures of the Pr and Cm moments. In contrast, the theory developed by Guo and

Temmerman6 is consistent with the results discussed herein.
Of the 4 mechanisms often proposed to explain the suppression of superconducting in

PrBa2Cu307, it is clear that simple charge transfer is not sufficient Although a full
understanding of the fundamental mechanism for the suppression of TCin these systems is
yet to be attained, the current results clearly point toward the central role played by magnetic
interactions. Further progress on this problem may necessitate an understanding of

interactions responsible for high temperature superconductivity.
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